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ConferenCe notifiCation
Third International Conference on the Networked Digital Technologies  

(NDT 2011)
July 11-13, 2011

University of Macau, China. 
(http://www.dirf.org/ndt)

The NDT 2011 proceedings will be published in the Communications in Computer and Information
Science (CCiS) Series of Springer LnCS. 

the proposed conference on the above theme will be held at the University of Macau, Macau, China from July 11-13, 2011 
which aims to enable researchers build connections between different digital applications. 

Currently, a number of institutions across the countries are working to evolve better models to provide collaborative technology 
services for scholarship by creating shared cyberspace thro expert collaboration, but this is a challenge for the institutions for 
a number of reasons. in the last few years, the landscape of digital technology applications projects for the various disciplines 
in humanities, social sciences, and sciences appears induced by many initiatives. for the creation of research clusters, the 
research community has thousands of databases, websites, local computing clusters, and web-based tools around individual 
themes, interests and projects. In most cases, these tools and resources are and were created to meet the specific needs of 
a particular community. in many cases, the funding and support for these critical initiatives is fragile and temporary, and 
directed in piecemeal fashion. there is a need to provide concerted efforts in building federated digital technologies that will 
enable the formation of network of digital technologies.

The topics to be discussed are not limited to the following:
information and Data Management• 
Data and network mining• 
Intelligent agent-based systems, cognitive and reactive distributed AI systems•• 
internet Modeling• 
User interfaces, Visualization and modeling • 
XML-based languages• 
Security and access Control• 
trust models for social networks• 
information Content Security• 
Mobile, ad Hoc and Sensor network Management• 
Web Services architecture, Modeling and Design • 
new architectures for web-based social networks• 
Semantic Web, ontologies (creation , merging, linking and reconciliation) • 
Web Services Security • 
Quality of Service, Scalability and Performance • 
Self-organizing networks and networked Systems• 
Data management in mobile peer-to-peer networks• 
Data stream processing in mobile/sensor networks• 
indexing and query processing for moving objects• 
User interfaces and usability issues form mobile applications• 
Mobile social networks• 
Peer-to-peer social networks• 
Sensor networks and social sensing• 
Social search• 
Social networking inspired collaborative computing• 
information propagation on social networks• 
resource and knowledge discovery using social networks• 
Measurement studies of actual social networks• 
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Simulation models for social networks• 
Green Computing• 
Grid Computing• 
Cloud Computing• 

all the papers will be reviewed and the accepted papers in the conference will be published in the “Communications in Com-
puter and information Science” (CCiS) of Springer Lecture notes Series (www.springer.com/series/), and will be indexed 
in many global databases including iSi Proceedings and Scopus.

In addition, selected papers after complete modification and revision will be published in the following special issues jour-
nals.
1. Journal of Digital information Management (JDiM)
2. international Journal of information Studies (iJiS)
3. international Journal of Green Computing (iJGC)
4. international Journal of Web applications (iJWa)
5. Journal of e-technology

General Chairs
Simon fong, University of Macau, Macau, China
Sabah M.a. Mohammed, Lakehead University, Canada
Sohail asghar, Mohammad ali Jinnah University, islamabad

Program Chairs
ezendu ariwa, London Metropolitan Unversity, UK
Daniel Lemire, university of Quebec at Montreal, Canada
John Hamilton, James Cook Universty, australia
amr abdel-Dayem, Laurentian University, australia
ralph Deters, Universty of Saskatchewan, Canada

Co-Chairs
eric Pardede, La trobe University, australia
farookh Hussain, Curtin University of technology, australia

Workshop Chairs
russel Pears, auckland University of technology, auckland, new Zeland
Sun aixin, nanyang technological University, Singapore

Local Arrangement Chairs
Zhuang Yan, University of Macau, Macau, China
Yang Hang, University of Macau, Macau, China
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The Fourth International Conference on the Applications of Digital Information and 
Web Technologies (ICADIWT 2011)

Co sponsored by the ieee Communications Society
Proceedings will be published by ieee and indexed in Xplore

august 04-06, 2011
University of Wisconsin- Stevens Point

USa
http://www.dirf.org/diwt

this conference welcomes papers address on, but not limited to, the following research topics:
Computational intelligence • 
Biometrics technologies • 
forensics, recognition technologies and applications • 
Biometrics and ethics • 
fuzzy and neural network systems • 
Signal processing, pattern recognition and applications • 
Digital image processing • 
Speech processing • 
Computational biology and bioinformatics • 
Parallel and distributed computing and networks • 
information retrieval and internet applications • 
Software engineering • 
Biometrics and CSr • 
Artificial intelligence and applications • 
Databases and applications • 
Genetic algorithms • 
Data mining • 
real time systems • 
Computer and network security • 
Multi-agent systems• 

Modified versions of the selected papers of the conference will be published in the following peer reviewed journals
1. Journal of Digital information Management
2. international Journal of Web applications
3. international Journal of information Studies
4. Journal of e-technology
5. Journal of information technology review

General Chair
robert.Dollinger, University of Wisconsin Stevens-Point, USa

Program Chairs
Sergiu nedevski, technical University of Cluj-napoca, romania
Weimin He, University of Wisconsin Stevens-Point, USa
Joel rodrigues, institute of telecommunications/University of Beira interior, Portugal

Program Co-Chairs
Patrick Seeling, University of Wisconsin Stevens-Point, USa
tim Krause, University of Wisconsin Stevens-Point, USa

Workshop Chair
Dave Gibbs, University of Wisconsin Stevens-Point, USa
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Sixth International Conference on Digital Information Management  
ICDIM 2011

La trobe University, Melbourne, australia
September 14-16, 2011

Co –sponsored by the ieee technology Management Council. Proceedings will be published by ieee and indexed in ieee 
Xplore.

About ICDIM
following the successful earlier conferences at Bangalore (2006), Lyon (2007), London (2008), Michigan (2009) and thunder 
Bay (2010) the sixth event is being organized at La trobe University, Melbourne, australia in 2011 September. the interna-
tional Conference on Digital information Management is a multidisciplinary conference on digital information management, 
science and technology. the principal aim of this conference is to bring people in academia, research laboratories and industry 
together, and offer a collaborative platform to address the emerging issues and solutions in digital information science and 
technology. the iCDiM intends to bridge the gap between different areas of digital information management, science and 
technology. this forum will address a large number of themes and issues. the conference will feature original research and 
industrial papers on the theory, design and implementation of digital information systems, as well as demonstrations, tutori-
als, workshops and industrial presentations.

The topics in ICDIM 2011 include but are not confined to the following areas.

temporal and Spatial Databases• 
Data Mining• 
Web Mining including Web intelligence and Web 3.0• 
e-Learning, eCommerce, e-Business and e-Government• 
Web Metrics and its applications• 
XML and other extensible languages• 
Semantic Web, ontologies and rules• 
Human-Computer interaction• 
Artificial Intelligence and Decision Support Systems• 
Knowledge Management• 
Ubiquitous Systems• 
Peer to Peer Data Management• 
interoperability• 
Mobile Data Management• 
Data Models for Production Systems and Services• 
Data exchange issues and Supply Chain• 
Data Life Cycle in Products and Processes• 
Case Studies on Data Management, Monitoring and analysis• 
Security and access Control• 
information Content Security• 
Mobile, ad Hoc and Sensor network Security• 
Distributed information systems• 
information visualization• 
Web services• 
Quality of Service issues• 
Multimedia and interactive Multimedia• 
image analysis and image Processing• 
Video Search and Video Mining• 

All the accepted papers will appear in the proceedings published by IEEE and fully indexed by IEEE Xplore. 

all the iCDiM papers are indexed by DBLP (http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/conf/icdim/index.html)


